Previous paleomagnetic study of 
Introduction
The paleomagnetic documentation of a displaced terrain is based on a comparison of paleopoles from it against a reference set from the stable craton of a continent. Figure 2 ). However, a final component could not be adequately resolved in samples at those 5 sites, apparently because it is of smaller relative magnitude and has a more overlapping unblocking temperature spectrum.
An apparent systematic discrepancy observed in Devonian and
Samples from site P give curved or erratic trajectories, and no components could be isolated; this site was rejected in further analysis.
Although a dual-polarity distribution is apparent for the in situ site means (Figure 3) , some directions deviate widely from the bipolar axis, and it is not immediately obvious to which polarity they should be assigned for statistical analysis.
An estimate of the bipolar axis was therefore obtained initially from principal component analysis on the site means to allow an objective assignment of polarity.
Site mean directions deviating more than 90 ø from the orientation of one arbitrary end of this axis can then be inverted to allow application of bInterpreted polarity of site magnetization, N is normal, R is reversed.
Ck is best estimate of precision parameter and a95 is semiangle of the con• of 95% confidence [Fisher, 1953] .
•North pole position for tilt-corrected site means.
inspection, the required inversion of site means The northerly and southerly groups were after tilt correction was done the same way, and analyzed separately, and their respective mean it turns out that the same 10 site means need to directions were compared to determine if they are be inverted. coaxial. Either mean projected to opposite The mean direction of the 23 site mean direcpolarity falls within the circle of confidence tions before bedding tilt correction is D=167.0 ø, associated with the other mean. Therefore the I=39.4 ø, and the best estimate of the precision northerly and southerly sets are considered antiparameter, k=4.5. After tilt correction the mean parallel and not systematically contaminated by is D=161.0 ø, I=27.8 ø and k=15.5. F ratio critesome noncoaxial magnetization. Moreover, for each ria [McElhinny, 1964] north paleopole position at 51.2øN, 118.1øE (dp, dm=2.5 ø, 5.0 ø ) and a paleolatitude of almost 3øN. 
